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Abstract

The paper presents an approach to the description of ontologies used in

Multi-Agent Systems as a means to allow interoperability of such systems.

It is inspired by a pragmatic theory of intensionality worked out as part

of an anthropological approach to agent migration. A new formalisation of

how an intensional ontology can be ascribed to a society of agents is pre-

sented, together with a �rst formalisation of the recovery of taxonomical

relations from such ontologies. This process of discovering taxonomies is

inspired by ethnographic studies in social anthropology. The formalisations

are developed using a framework for agent theories, based on the Z speci-

�cation language. Further, the approach is illustrated by the ascription of

an ontology and associated taxonomies for an exotic application: the game

of cricket. Finally, several issues related to this approach are discussed.

1 Introduction

We have been dealing for some time with what we have called migration of agents (Bor-
dini 1998; Bordini and Campbell 1995; Bordini 1994; Bordini et al. 1995; da Rocha Costa,

H�ubner, and Bordini 1994) in the context of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). The basic idea
is that certain individual agents should be able to interact in societies of agents which were

designed using paradigms or theories of agents di�erent from their own, or which had di�er-
ent histories of autonomous evolution. We have proposed the use of Cognitive Anthropology

(Tyler 1969) as a theoretical foundation and we suggest that �eldwork practice in social

anthropology (Bernard 1994) can provide useful techniques for an agent's adaptation to a
strange society.

One consequence of this view is that it is desirable to develop agents that can produce

anthropologically-based formal descriptions of the cultures present in arbitrary MAS, in

order to help migrating agents in their processes of cultural adaptation. Such formal de-
scriptions must include various aspects of a society (see Bordini and Campbell 1995). In

(Bordini, Campbell, and Vieira 1997) we have explained how an agent can ascribe onto-

logical descriptions for the terms used in the communication language to a society being



observed; this idea was �rst mentioned in (Bordini, Campbell, and Vieira 1996). For this

particular problem, we have proposed the use of a pragmatic theory of intensionality, which

is based on the work of Martin (1959), and has been revived and adapted to the MAS

context by Vieira and da Rocha Costa (1993). Further, we have presented our approach

using Luck and d'Inverno's (1995) formal framework for speci�cation of agent theories.

One possible use of these ideas is interoperation of systems (Genesereth and Ketchpel

1994; Wiederhold 1994). The ideas are particularly relevant if the systems do not employ

similar de�nitions for the terms used to communicate and represent knowledge. Our ap-

proach can be seen as a step towards a solution to the problem of ontological mismatch

among disparate MAS.

In this paper, we extend our work on ascription of intensional ontologies to show how an

agent can work out the taxonomical relations existing among the terms in the intensional

ontology it has ascribed to a society of agents. We have noted that some initial taxonomical

relations can be recovered directly from an ascribed intensional ontology. This process too

was inspired by the methods used by cultural anthropologists, as we shall discuss later.

A taxonomy is clearly important from an agent's reasoning point of view; this has been a

recurrent observation in Arti�cial Intelligence research since the early days. Furthermore,

from experience in anthropology, it is known that a taxonomy can be quite revealing about

the traits of a particular culture. The extension we present in this paper is, thus, related to
a fundamental aspect of the procedures of an anthropologist studying a particular society.
We suggest that the same approach is of value for an \anthropologist agent" studying a

MAS.
The next section summarises the main concepts and de�nitions we have used or created

in previous work. These are needed for an understanding of our ideas and the formalisations
presented in this paper. Section 3 discusses the elaboration of taxonomies in the context
of social anthropology, which has been the main inuence on the present extension of our

work. We then present the formal speci�cations in Section 4, while Section 5 shows a case
study of those speci�cations in the context of a game of cricket. The sections that follow
contain discussions and an overview of our anthropological approach.

2 Review of Ascription of Intensional Ontologies

In this section we review the most important concepts and de�nitions that we have pre-
sented in more detail in (Bordini, Campbell, and Vieira 1997). They are essential for an

understanding of the speci�cations we shall present in Section 4. This section is organised
according to whether the de�nitions are from our work on agent migration based on so-

cial anthropology, from the underlying pragmatical theory of intensionality (Vieira and da

Rocha Costa 1993), or whether they are speci�c to our work on ascription of intensional
ontologies.

2.1 Anthropologically-Based Migration of Agents

We have proposed in (Bordini and Campbell 1995) the use of Cognitive Anthropology
(Tyler 1969) as a theoretical foundation for the search for inspirations to the treatment of
the problems associated with cultural adaptation of agents. In brief, the intention of the

cognitive approach to social anthropology is to discover the \organizing principles underly-

ing behaviour" in unexplored societies|i.e., \how di�erent peoples organize and use their

cultures" (Tyler 1969)|and to rely on fairly formal methods for specifying theories for
each particular culture. That is why cognitive anthropologists have been very concerned
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with describing arrangements (of which taxonomy is one particular type) for the cultures

they study.

The general idea of providing formal models of each culture is particularly interesting

for our counterpart work on computational societies. Not only should an anthropologist

agent (AA), ideally, be able to generate a formal description of an arti�cial culture, but

also a migrant agent (MA) could use it in its process of adaptation to that particular

target society (TS), which is our label for societies studied by anthropologists agents to

which migrant agents might migrate. Ascribing an intensional ontology is part of the work

of creating cultural descriptions of agent communities. Taxonomies expressing relations

among the terms used in particular societies of agents should also be present in their formal

cultural descriptions. The way anthropologists elaborate their taxonomical descriptions (see

Section 3) has led us to realise that we can (as we show in Section 4.3) recover taxonomical

relations in intensional ontologies that our anthropologist agents have ascribed, using the

approach in (Bordini, Campbell, and Vieira 1997), to particular societies of agents.

We have also shown that research methods in anthropology (Bernard 1994) can provide

useful techniques for an agent's adaptation to a strange society. One of them, which is based

on the idea that choosing key informants is of fundamental importance in ethnographic

work, is to incorporate in societies of agents the idea of informant agent (IA). For this

particular work, the informant agents for each target society should be able to give accurate

information about the terms whose de�nitions are being ascribed by the anthropologist
agent to that target society.

2.2 Subjective Intensionality

This section covers only the main concepts related to subjective intensionality which we
shall use next. We have given a larger account of these concepts and some discussion of its
advantages in (Bordini, Campbell, and Vieira 1997); for further details it is necessary to
refer to (Vieira and da Rocha Costa 1993). These concepts will be made clearer when we
use them in the formalisation presented in Section 4.

The intension of an expression is what is known about it in order to identify the ob-
ject/entity to which it refers. We can say that intension is related to notions of mental
entities, properties, relations, and concepts, while extension is related to objective entities
(i.e., objects, structures). Further, we have the concept of subjective intensions. These are

associated with the intuitive notion of connotation of a term or name; that is, related to
the properties that are associated with a term in an individual's mind in such a way that
they are normally borne in mind when the individual uses that term at a certain time1.
Further, quasi-intensions are linguistic reductions of the mental entities relative to inten-

sions. Therefore, the terminology subjective quasi-intensions emphasises that the theory

deals with virtual classes of expressions related to particular users of the language; in other
words, it is a linguistic reduction of the cognitive notion of connotation.

In order to de�ne subjective quasi-intensions and related notions, the acceptance relation
between agents and expressions is introduced. The de�nition, originally described in (Martin

1959), follows.

De�nition 1 (Acceptance Relation). Acceptance is an empirical relation between users

and sentences of a language, observed by an experimenter who asks questions by means of a

set of sentences forming a logical theory. Whenever an agent answers a�rmatively to (has a

1 Since these are notions intrinsic to the users of the language, they can also be called pragmatical

intensions.
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positive attitude towards) one of these sentences we say that the agent accepts that sentence

(which must belong to the set of sentences given by the experimenter) at that time.

De�nition 2 (Subjective Quasi-Intension). The notion of subjective quasi-intension

for an individual constant (term) is de�ned as the properties associated with the term as

expressed in the sentences which a given language user accepts at a certain time.

De�nition 3 (Intersubjective Quasi-Intension). This concept regards groups of lan-

guage users, rather than individuals, at a certain time. An intersubjective quasi-intension

is the equivalence class of all the subjective quasi-intensions of a certain group of users of

the language.

Intertemporal Quasi-Intensions are relative to a particular language user at all times.

Objective Quasi-Intensions can also be de�ned on the basis of acceptance. They are at the

same time the intertemporal and intersubjective quasi-intension of expressions, that is, a

class whose members are members of subjective intensions of all language users at all times.

They are said to be an essential property, as they are universally accepted (within a speci�c

community). One last type of quasi-intensions is that of Societal Quasi-Intension which

relates to a particular group of agents2. In Martin's theory, Co-Intensiveness is de�ned as
a relation between terms that have the same subjective quasi-intension (or indeed for any
of the types of quasi-intensions mentioned above).

In this theory, a proper understanding of a concept can be de�ned as the situation in

which the subjective intension of a term relative to an agent is the same as the intersubjective
intension of all agents, some expert group or a specialist.

2.3 Intensional Ontologies of Terms

We here take ontology to mean very much the same as proposed by Gruber (Gruber 1993),
i.e. the de�nition of a set of representational terms3 (stated as a logical theory). However,
it is important to bear in mind that the theory of intensionality presented here deals only
with individual terms. The major contribution of this approach to description of ontologies

is that its underlying theory allows us to work towards providing agents with mechanisms
for dealing with ontologies themselves.

The following de�nition expresses our conception of ontology:

De�nition 4 (Intensional Ontology of Terms). An Intensional Ontology
of Terms (IOT) is a set of terms where each one is associated with the minimal set of

predicates (properties) that is necessary and su�cient to distinguish (unequivocally) itself

from every other term in the universe of discourse of a communicating society of agents.

In this approach, the de�nition of a term is a set of predicates that are considered to
hold for that term. It is important to appreciate that not all predicates that hold for the

term are needed for its ontological description: there is a di�erence between knowledge
representation and commitment to ontological conventions (Gruber 1993). Therefore, if

2 We do not formalise the idea of groups of agents (and therefore the concept of Societal quasi-
intension cannot be formalised either) in this paper, but the extension should not impose any

di�culties
3 In this particular context, the representational terms are those used in the communication

language of a MAS.
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some notion of order for the predicates is available (e.g. a hypernymy relation4), this can

reect on the minimal set of predicates: it would include only the most generic ones which

are enough to distinguish the term unequivocally.

2.4 Ascription of Intensional Ontologies of Terms

We have seen in Section 2.2 that, based on quasi-intensions, a de�nition for an expression

can be given by a set of properties that are accepted by a group of agents as being related

to the expression. This is the key point for allowing an anthropologist agent to ascribe an

ontological description to a community of agents; it can do so by interviewing the group of

informant agents that it takes from that particular community. Terms that have a unani-

mous de�nition among the informant agents should be registered in the construction of an

ontology for that community. It is important to note that the anthropologist agent itself

needs a theory (i.e., a set of attributes for each term) with which to interview the informant

agents. The sentences in this theory will be submitted to the informant agents in order to

check whether they accept the sentences or not. In general, the set of sentences to be used

in an interview should be the result of observations of the use of language in that society,

in the fashion of ethnographers.

We have argued in (Bordini and Campbell 1995) that an anthropologist agent can use its

past experience with other communities in its current �eldwork with an unfamiliar society.
This idea also applies for the problem of creating the set of sentences to be used in the
interview. The initial theory for a term to be tested with the informant agents can be taken
from previous experiences with other communities or from the de�nition of that term for
the anthropologist agent itself. In case of completely unknown terms, for which observations
of communicative actions in the society also do not lead to a useful set of hypothetical

sentences, a more elaborate interview will have to take place. The anthropologist agent
should then ask the informant agents to state all sentences they have associated with that
term in their knowledge representation, instead of just asking them to con�rm or deny an
initial theory. Once the anthropologist agent has an initial theory obtained from at least
one informant agent, it can proceed with the interview as described before. It is reasonable

to expect that not all informant agents in all societies will be able to participate in this
more complex form of interview. However, in most cases the anthropologist agent should
be able to �gure out a reasonable initial set of sentences, and in these cases our approach
requires very little from the informant agents (only that they be able to accept or reject
sentences of the language they use). This is a great advantage of the approach, as our aim is

to restrict or interfere as little as possible with societies of agents while still allowing them
all to interoperate.

Finally, for societies with reduced communication languages, it may be worth presenting

all possible sentences (instead of wasting time with observations) for the informant agents

to verify them. It appears that the creation of the set of sentences to be used in interviews
is culture-dependent (how complex the interview can be depends on how elaborate the

society is). In any case, it should be based on observations of the language use in particular
societies. The techniques that anthropologist agents may use for this can also be drawn

from the types of observations carried out by social anthropologists. However, they are not

in the scope of the present formalisations.

4 An example in the context of the game of cricket, which is used as a case study in Section 5, is
the predicate \is a cricket player" in hypernymy relation to \is a batsman", as batsman is a type

of player.
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3 Discovering Taxonomies in Social Anthropology

This section describes the approach to ethnographic study of cognitive systems as seen by

social anthropologists of the cognitive school, and the main concepts involved in the elab-

oration of taxonomies by anthropologists. It relies heavily on the ideas presented in (Frake

1969), which have allowed us to see that our previous approach to ontologies contained

the necessary means to augment ascribed ontologies of terms with the description of the

taxonomical relations among those terms.

A common practice among ethnographers is simply \getting names for things" by, e.g.,

pointing or holding up apparent objects, eliciting their native names and matching them

with the investigator's own words for the objects. Instead, Frake proposed the rede�nition

of the task as one of \�nding the `things' that go with the words" (which, interestingly,

resembles the task of our proposed anthropologist agent which must elicit the properties of

the words it observes in the tra�c of messages in a target society).

Cognitive anthropologists have rede�ned the task in that way because of their under-

standing that objects5 must be de�ned according to the conceptual systems of the people

being studied rather than that of the anthropologist/ethnographer. They are interested in

�nding out what are the \things" that the members of that community �nd relevant in their

environment. This leads to the discernment of how they interpret their world of experience
from the way they talk about it, therefore moulding the \analysis of terminological systems
in a way which reveals the conceptual principles that generate them." (Frake 1969).

Frake goes on to say that di�erent peoples see \things" di�erently, and mentions that in
the past anthropologists sometimes believed this to indicate de�cient abstractive ability in
primitive societies. He quotes an example concerning a Brazilian Indian tribe which allegedly
has no word for parrot but only words for kinds of parrots. These Indians clearly have a mode
of classi�cation for the birds they see which \means that individual bird specimens must be

matched against the de�ning attributes of conceptual categories and thereby judged to be
equivalent for certain purposes to some other specimens but di�erent from still others. Since
no two birds are alike in every discernible feature, any grouping into sets implies a selection
of only a limited number of features as signi�cant for contrasting kinds of birds." Further,
the features that are signi�cant are learnt culturally (by every individual from his fellows).

Therefore, there is no reason why Brazilian Indians should consider the same attributes
which, for an English speaker, make equivalent all the individual birds labelled parrots.
Knowing how those Indians group objects and which attributes they select as dimensions

to generate their taxonomies helps in the construction of a sketch map of the world in the
view of the tribe (Frake 1969). Accordingly, we �nd that some treatment of taxonomical
relations must occur in computational societies if one is trying to facilitate migration of

agents. We are now able to generate taxonomies (as we shall show in the next section) with

the explicit purpose of allowing migrant agents to use a target society's language; but we
believe that, in the future, much can be learnt by migrant agents about the culture of target

societies by analysing formal descriptions of ontologies and of taxonomical relations among
the terms that occur there (see further discussion in Section 6).

One might wonder whether (or why) a culture's terminological system is really revealing

about the cognitive world of its members (even if not exhaustively so). On this point, it suf-

�ces to quote Frake: \Culturally signi�cant features must be communicable between persons
in one of the standard symbolic systems of the culture. A major share of these features will

5 Note that Frake uses the word object meaning anything regarded as a member of a category,

whether perceptible or not.
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undoubtedly be codable in a society's most exible and productive communication device,

its language. ... To the extent that cognitive coding tends to be linguistic and tends to be

e�cient, the study of referential use of standard, readily elicitable linguistic responses|or

terms|should provide a fruitful beginning point for mapping a cognitive system." In MAS

that is particularly true, as the communication language is likely to include all the terms

used for cognitive purposes. Our approach to ontology (which, incidentally, concerns only

terms) is comparable to ethnography of communication (Hymes 1977)and should therefore

be a well-based starting point for a treatment of MAS resembling cultural anthropology.

Next we introduce the concepts related to the method of arrangements used by anthro-

pologists that is of concern here, namely taxonomies:

Segregate A terminologically distinguished array of objects is a segregate6.

Contrast Culturally appropriate responses which are distinctive alternatives in the same

kinds of situations (i.e., occur in the same \environment") can be said to contrast.

Contrast Set A series of terminologically contrasted segregates forms a contrast set.

Attributes and Dimensions of Contrast The criterial attributes which generate a con-

trast set fall along a limited number of dimensions of contrast, each with two or more

contrasting values or components (see further comments below). For example, if in a
particular culture a contrast set includes a term for the segregate of `woody plants', an-
other for `herbaceous plants' and another for `vines', two dimensions of contrast may be
used in the classi�cation of objects: woodiness and rigidity. The �rst segregate includes
objects having attributes \woody" and \rigid", the second \not woody" and \rigid", and

the third \not rigid".

Inclusion The notion of contrast cannot account for all the signi�cant relations among

segregates. Some of them include a wider range of objects than others and are subpar-
titioned by a contrast set. Those with a wider range are said to include each of the
segregates in their subpartitioning contrast sets.

Taxonomy A system of contrast sets where some segregates in di�erent contrast sets may
be related by inclusion is a taxonomy.

It is helpful to make some observations about various consequences of the de�nitions
above:

{ Segregates are categories, but not all categories known or knowable to an individual are
segregates by the de�nition above. Segregates are categories designated by particular

speech units (terms).

{ When one makes a decision about the category membership of an object (by giving it a
verbal label), one is selecting a term out of a set of alternatives. When one asserts \This

is an X" one is implicitly stating that it is not other things, which are not all conceivable
things but those alternatives among which a decision was made. These alternatives are

what characterise a contrast set.

{ The cognitive relation of contrast is not equivalent to the relation of class exclusion in
formal logic and set theory. Two categories contrast only when the di�erence between

them is signi�cant for de�ning their use. In other words, having three categories that
are mutually exclusive as far as membership is concerned does not mean that they form

a contrasting set (i.e., distinctive alternatives in a classifying context).

6 We shall use that technical term below, even though it does not sound natural in ordinary

English as a noun.
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{ To �nd the relevant attributes is an important task, because having a list of known

members of a category is not su�cient to decide how to categorise objects properly. One

must �nd out what natives know in order to classify an object correctly as belonging

to a speci�c segregate or to distinguish objects that belong to contrasting segregates

in their cultural context. (This is another connection with our approach to ontology:

we register the properties, i.e. attributes, that are relevant for a term, which allows

the classi�cation of objects as belonging to the segregate it denotes). As Frake puts it,

\Categorization, in essence, is a device for treating new experience as though it were

equivalent to something already familiar." A de�nition of a category in a particular

culture is not given by a list of the specimens it contains but by a rule for distinguishing

newly-encountered specimens of that category from contrasting alternatives. Again the

maxim of the approach of cognitive anthropology stands out very clearly when Frake

says: \The distinctive `situations,' or `eliciting frames,' or `stimuli,' which evoke and

de�ne a set of contrasting responses are cultural data to be discovered, not prescribed,

by the ethnographer. ... It is those elements of our informants' experience, which they

heed in selecting appropriate actions and utterances, that this methodology seeks to

discover." This is also the basis of the inspiration of our work.

Anthropologists (or ethnographers) start their work by recording culturally signi�cant
noises and movements from what is heard or seen during observation of a particular com-

munity. Recording complementary names applied to the same objects (and eliminating
referential synonyms) may yield a recorded sequence like7:

Object A is named: something to eat, sandwich, ham sandwich.
Object B is named: something to eat, pie, apple pie.
Object C is named: something to eat, pie, cherry pie.

Object D is named: something to eat, ice-cream.

The diagram of the sub-partitioning of the segregate `something to eat', as revealed by
the naming responses to the four objects above, is in Figure 1.

PieSandwich

Cherry PieApple PieHam Sandwich

A B C

D

Something to Eat

Ice-Cream

Fig. 1. Sub-partitioning of the Segregate `Something to Eat' Based on the Naming Responses of
Objects A{D (adapted from Frake 1969)

7 The example given in (Frake 1969) concerns a conversation at a lunch counter, and has been

abridged here.
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This resembles remarkably our approach to intensional ontology. It therefore allowed

us to realise that we already had all the information we needed for the generation of tax-

onomical relations. Instead of complementary names applied to each object, we have the

properties (attributes) that characterise each term in the communication language. Accord-

ingly, by retriving properties in common and those that di�er, we should be able to do

exactly the same as ethnographers do, and actually create taxonomies extended with the

relevant attributes used to classify objects in one or other segregate. This is what we present

in Section 4.3.

The ethnographers' work in arriving at diagrams like the one above from their observa-

tion and recordings can involve complications, which are not mentioned here. The reader

interested in further details of the proceedings of anthropologists should refer to our source

(Frake 1969). One can also �nd there: the advantages of the use of a taxonomy (e.g., reg-

ulation of the amount of information communicated about a particular object in a given

situation, hierarchical ordering of categories), with which researchers in the Arti�cial Intelli-

gence are already familiar; and what are the factors that are likely to determine the degree of

elaboration of taxonomies along vertical dimensions of generalization and horizontal dimen-

sions of discrimination in particular cultural contexts. For those who need reminding, the

source says about taxonomy's use that \it is a fundamental principle of human thinking."

Another aspect of ethnographic work that is clearly relevant for counterpart computa-
tional work on MAS concerns the veri�cation of generated taxonomies. Once a taxonomic
partitioning has been worked out, anthropologists have to test it systematically for termi-

nological contrast by means of questions such as \Is that an X?" with an expectation of a
negative reply8. Using the lunch counter example again, one could point out an apple pie
and ask the questions below at the left, to which the answers at the right, reecting the
taxonomy presented above, would be expected:

1. \Is that something to drink?"

2. \Is that a sandwich?"
3. \Is that a cherry pie?"

1. \No, it is something to eat."

2. \No, it is a pie."
3. \No, it is an apple pie."

Frake mentions that \it is easier to do this kind of questioning in a culture where one can
assume the role of a naive learner." This is exactly how our anthropologist agents should
behave, but it does require that societies of agents provide informant agents that are willing

to cooperate, as we have remarked in (Bordini and Campbell 1995).
The similarities also apply at the level of the general motivations of our work. Frake

concludes his paper by saying that the real content of culture is how people organise their

experience conceptually so that it can be transmitted as knowledge from person to per-
son and from generation to generation. He quotes W.H.Goodenough in saying that culture
does not consist of things, people, behaviour, or emotions, but the forms or organisation of

these things in the minds of people. The principles of a particular culture reveal how people

within it segregate the pertinent from the insigni�cant, how they code and retrieve infor-
mation, how they anticipate events, how they de�ne courses of action and make decisions

among them. One of the consequences of this approach to ethnographic description (giving

8 It seems to us that, as the ethnographer is interested in testing terminological contrast, asking a

question with the expectation of a negative reply has the following rationale. Forming a question
with a wrong segregate, but one that is at the one particular level of inclusion (i.e., the vertical
dimension of generalisation) where contrast is to be tested, will direct the answer from the

informant|in its complementary part, that is, after \No"|to state the appropriate segregate
at that particular level of inclusion, thus giving evidence of the contrasting relation between the

inquired-about segregate and the one that occurs in the reply.
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central place to the cognitive processes of the actors involved) is that it should result in \de-

scriptions of cultural behaviour, descriptions which, like the linguists' grammar, succinctly

state what one must know in order to generate culturally acceptable acts and utterances

appropriate to a given socio-ecological context". This is exactly our goal, except that the

`socio-ecological context' concerns computational agents rather than living organisms. The

cognitive approach to anthropology also aims at pointing up critical dimensions for mean-

ingful cross-cultural comparison (as do we in our anthropological approach to MAS) and

contributing reliable cultural data to problems of the relations between language, cognition,

and behaviour, which is also a key problem for the MAS community.

This concludes the description of ideas from outside the MAS area that have inuenced

our most recent work. We now turn to a formal presentation of our approach.

4 Formal Speci�cations

In this section, an improved formalisation for the process of ascription of intensional on-

tologies (Bordini, Campbell, and Vieira 1997; 1996) is given, together with a formalisation

for retrieval of taxonomical relations. We make reference to the framework for formalisa-

tion of agent theories speci�cally, which was elaborated by Luck and d'Inverno (d'Inverno
and Luck 1998; 1996a; Luck and d'Inverno 1995; 1996) based on the Z formal speci�cation
language (Spivey 1992; Potter, Sinclair, and Till 1996). We provide, in Appendix A, basic
notions of the Z notation; however, some familiarity with formal speci�cation methods and
mathematical and logical notions is assumed.

4.1 The Basic Setting

Before we introduce the formalisation of how an anthropologist agent can ascribe intensional
ontologies to societies of agents, the basic setting in which it can occur must be presented
(this is much improved in comparison with our previous formalisation). This section intro-
duces the basic types used in the formalisation, and provide the speci�cations for informant

agents, target societies, and some global functions needed in the rest of the speci�cations
for access to available target societies and to deal with time instants.

We begin by introducing the basic types:

[Term;Pred ;TimeInstant ]

and the following abbreviation for the type Sent :

Sent == (Pred � Term)

where TimeInstant is taken to be the set of constants representing time instants as it is

intuitively understood. Term is the set of terms (also called individual constants) of the
Communication Language (CL) used by the agents in any target society9. Pred is the set

of predicative constants (predicates) from CL. A sentence (Sent) of CL is a pair containing

a predicate and a term, meaning that the term has the property (attribute) indicated
by the predicate. We consider here only sentences of this sort; the consistent acceptance

of sentences including the logical connectives by communicating agents within the quasi-
intensional approach is given in (Vieira and da Rocha Costa 1993).

9 Note that Term (and Pred , mentioned next) are in�nite domains; particular target societies will

specify the subset of terms (and predicates) they use, as we shall see later.
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We now present the de�nition of an InformantAgent , which is built on the de�nition

of AutonomousAgent that is part of Luck and d'Inverno's framework (see, e.g., d'Inverno

and Luck 1996a). The only requirement that we impose on the agents that will work as

Informant Agents (IA) to the Anthropologist Agents (AA) (the speci�cation of AA is in

the next section) is that they make available an acceptance relation accepts, in the sense

of acceptance we mentioned in Section 2.2 (note that the relation accepts is used in the

pre�x notation). This should be seen as the interface between IAs and the world, as it is

how AAs access the information they need from these agents (for the particular purpose

of ontological ascription). The type of the relation makes it clear that each individual IA

may or may not accept a certain sentence s of its CL, given a set of sentences S , at one

particular time instant ti .

InformantAgent

AutonomousAgent

accepts : P(Sent �PSent � TimeInstant)

8 s : Sent ; S : PSent ; ti : TimeInstant �

accepts(s;S ; ti)) s 2 S

The single explicit constraint in the predicate part of the schema above says that IAs

only manifest their acceptance of sentences which have been presented to/inquired of them
by an AA; this is how Martin (1959) conceived it in his theory of subjective intensionality.
Clearly, this is not su�cient to specify whether an agent accepts a sentence or not. However,
the de�nition of accepts is purposely left loose. A complete de�nition of that relation would
need to refer to particular informant agents' mental states and their architectures (and this is
of course not desirable in a project aiming at interoperability). For example, if the informant

agent works as a theorem prover (Fisher 1995), accepting a sentence means simply trying to
prove it, and accepting it if it is a theorem in the present set of beliefs of the agent. If the IA
is a database system with an agent \wrapping" (Genesereth and Ketchpel 1994), all that is
necessary is to check whether the information a�rmed in a particular sentence is consistent
with the information in the database or not. However agents work, it should always be quite

straightforward for designers of agent systems to add this relation as an interface to some
particular agents so that they can work as IAs. This is the only requirement that we impose
to allow interoperation of agents as far as ontological ascription is concerned. It appears to
be quite a reasonable one (especially when contrasted with the degree of constraint implied
by the alternative approach of having everything standardised).

Having de�ned the state space of informant agents, we can now show what designers of
societies of agents need to add to their systems so that ascription of intensional ontologies

can occur (i.e., the speci�cation of TargetSociety below). Before that, we introduce two more

basic types. These are the set of constants used as identi�ers to TSs (TSocId) and to IAs
(InfAgId). The anthropologist agents and the migrant agents (presented later in Section 4.4)

should be able to refer to all existing societies of agents (the former analyse them and the
latter may need to migrate to them), and for each TS its set of IAs must be identi�ed as

well (by the AAs only; remember that AAs can onlyu ascribe IOTs by relying on the IAs
of each society). That is why we introduce the following basic type for the constants used

for identi�cation (of TSs and IAs).

[TSocId ; InfAgId ]

A TargetSociety is based on the schema MASystem de�ning what a MAS is (d'Inverno

1998, Section 4.2.2) to which we add all the necessary features for a society of agents to
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be a target society (that is, agents can, in our approach, migrate to them). It has a partial

injection iag from informant agents' identi�ers to the actual informant agents in the society.

This is used to access the IAs in that particular society (which is why a partial injection is

used: two identi�ers cannot correspond to the same IA). In order to make certain predicates

to be introduced later easier to specify, we add a variable ias which is constrained to contain

all members of the current domain of iag (in other words, it contains the set of all identi�ers

of the IAs that are available in that TS). It is necessarily a non-empty set (P1) because,

as we have said, informant agents are fundamental in this context. Further, a TS has three

non-empty sets related to the CL used in it. First, clterms is the speci�c set of terms used

in that particular CL. Second, clpreds is the set of predicates (or predicative constants) of

that CL. As one can see in the predicate part of the schema below, these sets are de�ned

by checking all the terms and predicates that happen to exist in the acceptance relations of

all IAs. Finally, clsents is the set of all possible sentences created from the particular terms

and predicates of that CL.

TargetSociety

MASystem

ias : P1 InfAgId
iag : InfAgId 7� InformantAgent

clterms : P1Term

clpreds : P1 Pred
clsents : P1(Pred � Term)

ias = dom iag

8 t : Term � ( t 2 clterms ,
9 ia : InfAgId ; p : Pred ; S : PSent ; ti : TimeInstant j

ia 2 ias � iag(ia):accepts((p; t);S ; ti) )

8p : Pred � ( p 2 clpreds ,
9 ia : InfAgId ; t : Term; S : PSent ; ti : TimeInstant j

ia 2 ias � iag(ia):accepts((p; t);S ; ti) )

clsents = (clpreds � clterms)

We now introduce in the axiomatic description below some global variables and func-
tions, which will be needed in the rest of the speci�cations. The bijection tsoc gives a
mapping between target society identi�ers and actual TSs (there should be a one-to-one

correspondence between them, thus a bijection). This is to represent the idea that all exist-
ing societies of agents should have an identi�cation, and that there is always a way to access

the actual TS through their identi�ers10. Again for simplicity, we add a variable tsocs which

contains the set of identi�ers for all existing TSs (i.e., all members of the current domain
of tsoc).

Because some of the concepts to be formalised are dependent on time, we need some def-
initions for handling it. An injective sequence over time instants the time must be available.
It is supposed to be the clock of the system: it de�nes the order in which each constant of

type TimeInstant occurs. Being an injective sequence, it is assured that a constant denoting

a time instant occurs no more than once over time, and we must add a predicate saying
that all possible time instants are present in the range of the sequence the time, thus giving

a complete order for their occurrence. We then have a binary relation (in in�x notation)

10 Given the actual infrastructure of network services, this is not an unrealistic supposition.
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before eq stating whether a time instant t1 either occurs before or is the same as a time

instant t2. It is de�ned by checking whether the natural number associated with t1 in the

sequence the time (we do this by using the inverse relation denoted by \�" superscript)

is less than or equal to the one associated with t2. It will make our next de�nitions easier

if we provide a global function most recent which, given a non-empty set of time instants,

returns the one that is most recent (i.e., the last to occur, the one with the largest number

associated with it in the domain of the time). This is easily de�ned in terms of the relation

before eq, by means of a �-expression which gives the one ti in the provided set of time

instants for which it is true that each time instant in the provided set either occurs before

ti or is ti itself.

tsocs : PTSocId
tsoc : TSocId �! TargetSociety

the time : iseqTimeInstant

before eq : TimeInstant $ TimeInstant
most recent : P1TimeInstant ! TimeInstant

tsocs = dom tsoc

ran the time = TimeInstant

8 t1; t2 : TimeInstant �
t1 before eq t2 , the time�(t1) � the time�(t2)

8 tis : P1TimeInstant �

most recent(tis) = (� ti : TimeInstant j ti 2 tis ^
(8 t : TimeInstant j t 2 tis � t before eq ti))

Given these basic de�nitions, we are now ready to see how an anthropologist agent can
ascribe an intensional ontology to a target society.

4.2 A New Formalisation of Ascription of Intensional Ontologies

First we de�ne abbreviations for some types which will be used later. Referring back to
Section 2.3 makes it easy to understand that the signature IntensionalOntologyOfTerms
is a partial function from terms to non-empty sets of predicates. It is a partial function

because it is possible that the AA will not be able to �nd de�nitions for all terms used
in the TS (and TS itself only uses a subset of them), but if there is an entry for a term
in the IOT, then there must be a non-empty set of predicates which de�nes it. Referring

to Section 2.2 leads to the de�nition of the type SubjectiveQuasiIntension: the subjective
quasi-intension of a term, for a particular IA, who is from a TS , given a set of sentences

(informed by an AA), at a speci�c time, is a set of predicates which are the properties
that the agent accepts as being related to that term. Note that this can be an empty set

of predicates if it happens that the IA does not know the particular term in question. The
type IntersubjectiveQuasiIntension is the same, except that it does not depend on a speci�c

IA (recall that these are relative to the whole group of IAs from a particular TS).

IntensionalOntologyOfTerms == Term 7! P1 Pred

SubjectiveQuasiIntension ==

(Term � InfAgId � TSocId �PSent � TimeInstant)! PPred

IntersubjectiveQuasiIntension ==
(Term � TSocId �PSent � TimeInstant)! PPred
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We now give axiomatic de�nitions for the functions subjective quasi intension and

intersubjective quasi intension, which will be used later (when de�ning the ascription of

IOTs). For all terms t used in the CL of that TS, all ia that are informant agents of a target

society ts, all sets of sentences S (which are necessarily from that TS's particular CL), and

all time instants ti , the subjective quasi intension of t , for an ia from ts, given S , at time

ti , is the set of predicates that ia accepts as being associated with term t , for the set of

sentences S , at ti . The intersubjective quasi intension of t in the TS ts, given S , at ti , is

the set of predicates accepted by all informant agents from ts: it is the intersection of the

subjective quasi-intensions of all IAs from that TS for that term t (again given S and ti).

Note that we need to make use of the tsoc function and of the TS's iag function to map from

identi�ers to actual TSs or IAs. We also give below the de�nition of co intensive which is a

predicate that holds when two terms have the same set of predicates associated with them

in a given intensional ontology of terms (note that in this case we refer to co-intensiveness

of intersubjective quasi-intension, which is used in the ascription of ontologies, as we see

later).

subjective quasi intension : SubjectiveQuasiIntension

intersubjective quasi intension : IntersubjectiveQuasiIntension

co intensive : P(Term � Term � IntensionalOntologyOfTerms)

8 t : Term; ia : InfAgId ; ts : TSocId ; S : PSent ;
ti : TimeInstant j t 2 tsoc(ts):clterms ^

ia 2 tsoc(ts):ias ^ S � tsoc(ts):clsents �
subjective quasi intension(t ; ia; ts;S ; ti) = fp : Pred j

tsoc(ts):iag(ia):accepts((p; t);S ; ti)g

8 t : Term; ts : TSocId ; S : PSent ; ti : TimeInstant j
t 2 tsoc(ts):clterms ^ S � tsoc(ts):clsents �

intersubjective quasi intension(t ; ts;S ; ti) =
T
fia : InfAgId j ia 2 tsoc(ts):ias �

subjective quasi intension(t ; ia; ts;S ; ti)g

8 t1; t2 : Term; iot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms j

t1 2 dom iot ^ t2 2 dom iot �
co intensive(t1; t2; iot), iot(t1) = iot(t2)

The de�nition of AnthropologistAgent is given below. It is based, as for the de�nition of
IA, upon the fact that it is an AutonomousAgent (provided in the framework) with some

additional particular features.

We �rst say that an AA is able to generate the questions that are needed to interview the

IAs (function generate sentences). It is evident that this function is not properly de�ned in

the predicate part of the schema below. The process of generating the necessary questions

(i.e., the set of sentences that are submitted for IAs to accept or reject) is discussed in

Section 2.4, but no formalisation is as yet available for this. However, it is known that the
generation of sets of sentences is dependent on the target society and the particular time

instant when the interview will take place, thus the signature of generate sentences is as

given below. Note that this function can return an empty set in situations where the AA

does not have much experience with a particular TS at a particular time.

Next, there is the function history of intensional ontologies. This is the most impor-

tant part of AAs because it keeps track of all IOTs an AA has ascribed. Because a

TS's IOT may vary over time (we shall comment further on this later), the function
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history of intensional ontologies maps a pair stating a TS and a time instant to the IOT

that was ascribed to that TS at that time.

The two items mentioned above are the important aspects of AAs, but we have included

a few more variables in the schema in order to make the access to the information from

the AA easier in later speci�cations. The set known societies records all TSs that have

been analysed by a particular AA so far; it is the set of all TSocId that appear as the �rst

members of the pairs belonging to the domain of history of intensional ontologies. There is

also all versions which is a function that, given a target society identi�er ts, provides all the

time instants at which IOTs were ascribed to ts, provided, of course, that ts is in the set of

known societies. Finally, current ontology maps ts (which is as before) to the time interval

ti that is the most recent of the time intervals associated with all versions of IOTs existing

for that ts in the history of intensional ontologies. We also provide a relation which may

be useful for migrant agents' reference: it is current synonyms which is a (reexive and

transitive) relation over terms created with the help of the predicate co intensive given

above in regards to the current ontology from each particular target society ts.

AnthropologistAgent

AutonomousAgent
generate sentences : (TSocId � TimeInstant)! PSent

history of intensional ontologies :
(TSocId �TimeInstant) 7!

IntensionalOntologyOfTerms

known societies : PTSocId
all versions : TSocId 7! PTimeInstant
current ontology : TSocId 7! IntensionalOntologyOfTerms

current synonyms : TSocId 7! Term $ Term

known societies = fs : (TSocId � TimeInstant) j

s 2 dom history of intensional ontologies � �rst sg

8 ts : TSocId j ts 2 known societies � all versions(ts) =
fti : TimeInstant j (ts; ti) 2

dom history of intensional ontologiesg

8 ts : TSocId ; ti : TimeInstant j ts 2 known societies ^

ti = most recent(all versions(ts)) � current ontology(ts) =

history of intensional ontologies(ts; ti)

current synonyms = fts : TSocId j ts 2 known societies �
ts 7! ft1; t2 : Term j t1 6= t2 ^

co intensive(t1; t2; current ontology(ts)) � (t1; t2)gg

Having de�ned the state space of AnthropologistAgent , to be precise with the Z method

we now need to say what are the initial values for the variables in it. The only relevant
variable is history of intensional ontologies 0, and its initial value is evidently the empty

set.

InitialAnthropologistAgent
AnthropologistAgent 0

history of intensional ontologies 0 = ?

We can now specify the operation AscribeIntensionalOntologyOfTerms, which alters

the state of an AA (�AnthropologistAgent). This operation is given two inputs: ts? is the
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target society for which an IOT should be ascribed and the time ti? when the ascription

is taking place. The operation consist of asserting that history of intensional ontologies 0

should be overridden from its previous de�nition to map the pair (ts?; ti?) to the IOT

which maps each of the terms of that TS to its intersubjective quasi-intension, provided

this is not an empty set11. The set of sentences S that must be provided to the function

intersubjective quasi intension as a parameter (alongside ts?, ti? and, of course, the term

t) is produced by the function generate sentences for that particular ts? at ti?.

AscribeIntensionalOntologyOfTerms

�AnthropologistAgent

ts? : TSocId

ti? : TimeInstant

history of intensional ontologies 0 =
history of intensional ontologies�

(letS == generate sentences(ts?; ti?) �

f(ts?; ti?) 7! ft : Term j t 2 tsoc(ts?):clterms ^
intersubjective quasi intension(t ; ts?;S ; ti?) 6= ? �

t 7! intersubjective quasi intension(t ; ts?;S ; ti?)gg)

In brief, the non-empty intersubjective quasi-intension of a term is its de�nition, in our

approach. When the intersubjective quasi-intension is an empty set, the AA cannot ascribe
a de�nition to that term. Recall that by the type of the IOTs (i.e., a partial function) we
express the fact that there may not be de�nitions for all existing terms.

Because agents only accept sentences that are in the set of sentences they were given

by an AA (stated in InformantAgent), and the intersubjective quasi-intension of a term
is based on accepted sentences (stated in the axiomatic descriptions), and an ascribed
ontology only contains those terms whose intersubjective quasi-intensions are non-empty
(in the schema above), we can derive the theorem below which concerns the state space of
AnthropologistAgent (but only now are we able to introduce it). It says that if there is a
term t in an ascribed IOT, it is guaranteed that there was at least one sentence concerning

that term in the set of sentences generated by the AnthropologistAgent . (A corollary would
be that if the set of generated sentences is empty, the ascribed IOT is an empty set too).

AnthropologistAgent ;

t : Term; ts : TSocId ; ti : TimeInstant j
t 2 tsoc(ts):clterms ^

(ts; ti) 2 domhistory of intensional ontologies `

t 2 dom history of intensional ontologies(ts; ti))
t 2 fs : Sent j s 2 generate sentences(ts; ti) � second sg

We emphasise that, given that we use the notion of intersubjective quasi-intension, which
is time-speci�c, for the de�nitions of the terms in the ontology (see AscribeIntensionalOntol-

ogyOfTerms), these de�nitions may not be valid ad in�nitum. Thus, the anthropologist

agent may need to review the ontology it has ascribed to a particular society from time
to time, as autonomous evolution within societies takes place or the AA alters its set of

11 Note that in the present formalisation we do not constrain the ontological description of a term
to have a minimal set of properties as suggested in De�nition 4. See further discussion about

this in Section 6.
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IAs, or the AA's set of sentences to be given to the IAs is changed, etc. That is why we

refer to this type of ontology as evolutionary, since we intend agents to be able to improve

them with time. Since in our de�nitions we state that AAs keep track of the whole history

of ontologies they have ascribed to each of the TSs, this allows one to analyse how that

TS has evolved as far as ontology is concerned. Some agents may be able to analyse the

historical evolution of ontologies provided by an AA: one could �nd it interesting in the

future to consider historian agents, or linguist agents interested in agent archaeology, who

might make use of that information.

However, based on the concept of objective quasi-intentions (see Section 2.2), some sub-

set of the ontology may form an immutable part of it, composed of the terms universally

accepted in that community. In order to deal with this point, we start by providing abbre-

viations for the types (as we did for subjective and intersubjective quasi-intension). One

should note that IntertemporalQuasiIntension is the same as SubjectiveQuasiIntension ex-

cept that it does not depend upon TimeInstant . Likewise, ObjectiveQuasiIntension is the

same as IntersubjectiveQuasiIntension except for the dependence on time; alternatively, one

can see ObjectiveQuasiIntension as based on IntertemporalQuasiIntension except that the

former does not concern particular informant agents.

IntertemporalQuasiIntension ==
(Term � InfAgId � TSocId �PSent)! PPred

ObjectiveQuasiIntension ==
(Term � TSocId �PSent)! PPred

The axiomatic description below states that the function intertemporal quasi intension,
given a term t , informant agent ia, target society ts, and set of sentences S , yields a set
of predicates which ia accepts as being associated with term t at all times, given the
set of sentences S . The objective quasi intension of t in society ts, given S , is the set of
predicates accepted by all IAs from ts, for that term, at all times: it is the intersection of

the intertemporal quasi-intensions of all IAs in that TS for that term t (again, given S ).

intertemporal quasi intension : IntertemporalQuasiIntension

objective quasi intension : ObjectiveQuasiIntension

8 t : Term; ia : InfAgId ; ts : TSocId ; S : PSent j

t 2 tsoc(ts):clterms ^ ia 2 tsoc(ts):ias ^

S � tsoc(ts):clsents �

intertemporal quasi intension(t ; ia; ts;S ) =
fp : Pred j (8 ti : TimeInstant �

tsoc(ts):iag(ia):accepts((p; t);S ; ti))g

8 t : Term; ts : TSocId ; S : PSent j

t 2 tsoc(ts):clterms ^ S � tsoc(ts):clsents �

objective quasi intension(t ; ts;S ) =
T
fia : InfAgId j ia 2 tsoc(ts):ias �

intertemporal quasi intension(t ; ia; ts;S )g

In order to say that AAs may also provide immutable intensional ontologies, based on the

concepts speci�ed above, we introduce the schema ExperiencedAnthropologistAgent which is

built on the schema AnthropologistAgent and includes a function immutable intensional on-

tology which maps TSs to IOTs (it does not depend on time as before, as these IOTs are the

ones that are not supposed to change). As in the case of history of intensional ontologies, it
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only maps terms that have a non-empty set of predicates to de�ne them, except that in this

instance the set of predicates is given by objective quasi intension instead of intersubjec-

tive quasi intension. Note that the TS identi�ed by ts must necessarily be in the set of

known societies of that AA, and the set of sentences S to be veri�ed by informants is

de�ned here as the union of all sentences that the AA generates for that society at all times

(the larger this set is the better, as the chances of �nding which are the immutable terms

in that society are increased).

ExperiencedAnthropologistAgent

AnthropologistAgent
immutable intensional ontology : TSocId 7!

IntensionalOntologyOfTerms

8 ts : TSocId j ts 2 known societies �

immutable intensional ontology(ts) =
(letS ==

S
fti : TimeInstant � generate sentences(ts; ti)g �

ft : Term j objective quasi intension(t ; ts;S ) 6= ? �

t 7! objective quasi intension(t ; ts;S )g)

Migrant agents may well �nd it useful to know which subset of the intensional ontology
is immutable. Note that some societies may never keep immutable terms, or it may take a
long time to arrive at a sound conclusion that there is a immutable subset of an intensional
ontology. There is further discussion on this point in Section 6.

This completes our speci�cation of ascriptions of intensional ontologies of terms. We
continue by considering how to retrieve taxonomical relations from the ontologies that
anthropologist agents have ascribed to target societies using this approach.

4.3 Retrieval of Taxonomical Relations

First of all, we describe the type Taxonomy using a free type de�nition. We �rst de�ne

Segregate (refer to Section 3 for the concepts of segregate, contrast set and taxonomy)
by means of the type constructor segregate, which takes a non-empty set of terms and
a non-empty set of predicates of the agents' CL. It means that one or more terms (in
case of synonyms) are used to refer to a particular segregate in that society and what
characterises it is that set of predicates (i.e., the set of properties common to all members

of that segregate). In this respect, we are presenting here taxonomies that are augmented

with the characteristic properties of each segregate. Therefore, a taxonomy not only gives
a logical structure for the terms used to communicate in that society, but it also records
the peculiarities of each segregate in the taxonomy (the attributes in the terminology of

Section 3), which allows the identi�cation of the objects that belong to them. Evidently,

there are circumstances when such information will be very useful for migrant agents.

A taxonomy is, structurally, a tree. We de�ne the type Taxonomy by means of a type

constructor contrastset which takes a Segregate and a set of taxonomies, each one being a

subtree representing one of the contrast sets related to that segregate. The leaves of the tree
are segregates that have an empty set of Taxonomy for their contrasting sets (i.e., there are

no contrast sets for them).

Segregate ::= segregatehhP1 Term �P1 Predii

Taxonomy ::= contrastsethhSegregate �PTaxonomyii
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The axiomatic description below presents four functions which are responsible for the

retrieval of the taxonomical relations from IOTs.

First, segregate size takes an intensional ontology of terms iot and a predicate p as

parameters. It provides the size of the segregate related to that particular predicate in iot .

In order to do that, it su�ces to count how many terms have the predicate p associated

with them in iot .

Second, �nd segregate is always given an iot whose terms all belong to a single segregate;

that is, they all have at least one predicate in common. It then produces that segregate and

a new IOT siot in the following way. Let P be the set of all predicates common to all

terms in iot . Then T is the set of all terms having exactly P as their de�nition in iot

(note that if they have the same set of predicates, they are synonyms). These are the terms

that represent the whole segregate (and P is what characterises it), and all other items

in iot belong to the segregates that for the contrast set for this particular segregate. We

de�ne siot as an intensional ontology which is the same as iot but does not include any of

the terms that are in T (as these are already used in the taxonomy, to de�ne the present

segregate). Besides, we remove all the predicates (P) that are common to the de�nition of

all the remaining terms (the ones in siot); again this information is already in the segregate

of which the terms in siot form the contrast set. The function �nd segregate then returns
the segregate formed by T and P , and also returns siot , to be used by the next function in
this process of retrieving taxonomical relations. (Once the common predicates are removed
from the de�nitions of the remaining terms (siot), the remaining predicates can be used to
split siot into contrasting segregates, in the next step).

Third, �nd contrast set is a recursive function which splits iot into a set of IOTs so
that each of these IOTs resulting from the split is guaranteed to have at least one predicate
in common (that is, all the terms in it belong to a single segregate and can then be used by

the previous function). The end of the recursion occurs when the current iot is empty, in
which case an empty IOT is returned. Otherwise, the predicate sp which yields the largest
segregate12 in the current iot is selected and an IOT csiot is created by gathering all terms
which belong to that segregate (i.e., have sp in their de�nition in iot). Thus, the terms in
csiot belong to one of the contrasting segregates that is present in iot and the remaining

terms in it (iot n csiot) are given recursively to �nd contrast set for the remaining IOTs
(representing the other contrasting segregates) to be added to the �nal set of IOTs which is
returned. We emphasise here that the criteria used to select the segregates for the contrast
set (i.e., based on the predicate that yield the largest segregate �rst) may in some cases

create taxonomies which do not have the exact structure used by the IAs. This is why we
have mentioned that the taxonomy created is just a clue which the AA should check by

interviewing the IAs again in order to determine whether they accept that structure (see
further discussion in Section 6).

Finally, �nd taxonomical relations is also a recursive function which takes an IOT

and returns a Taxonomy. Given an iot it returns a contrastset whose Segregate is given
by the �rst coordinate of the pair returned by �nd segregate applied to that iot . The
set of taxonomies associated with that Segregate in contrastset is created by applying

�nd taxonomical relations recursively to a set of IOTs. These are returned by �nd cont-

rast set when applied to the IOT that is the second coordinate of the pair returned by

12 Note that a �-expression is not allowed here because several predicates yielding the same seg-

regate size may exist. We therefore state only that sp belongs to the set of predicates yielding
the same largest segregate size (which is a somewhat ambiguous, but suitable for the purpose

here).
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�nd segregate applied to that iot . In other words, one creates a segregate, eliminates from

iot the terms already used in the creation of the segregate, eliminates from the remaining

terms the common predicates (already in the created segregate), splits the resulting ontol-

ogy into IOTs representing contrasting segregates, and proceeds in the same way for each of

them. At some point, �nd segregate returns, as second coordinate, an empty IOT which will

lead to an empty set of taxonomies (denoting a leaf of the tree) thus ending the recursion.

segregate size : (IntensionalOntologyOfTerms � Pred)! N

�nd segregate : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms !

(Segregate � IntensionalOntologyOfTerms)

�nd contrast set : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms !
PIntensionalOntologyOfTerms

�nd taxonomical relations :
IntensionalOntologyOfTerms ! Taxonomy

8 iot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms; p : Pred �

segregate size(iot ; p) =

#ft : Term j t 2 dom iot ^ p 2 iot(t)g

8 iot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms � �nd segregate(iot) =

(letP == fp : Pred j (8 t : Term j

t 2 dom iot � p 2 iot(t))g �
(letT == ft : Term j t 2 dom iot ^ iot(t) = Pg �

(let siot == ft : Term j t 2 dom iot ^ t 62 T �

t 7! iot(t) n Pg �
(segregate(T ;P); siot))))

8 iot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms �
(iot = ?) �nd contrast set(iot) = ?) ^

(iot 6= ?) (9 sp : Pred j
sp 2

S
(ran iot) ^

sp 2 fp : Pred j p 2
S
(ran iot) ^

(8q : Pred j q 2
S
(ran iot) �

segregate size(iot ; p) � segregate size(iot ; q))g �
�nd contrast set(iot) =

(let csiot == ft : Term j t 2 dom iot ^
sp 2 iot(t) � t 7! iot(t)g �

fcsiotg [ �nd contrast set(iot n csiot))))

8 iot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms �

�nd taxonomical relations(iot) =

contrastset(�rst �nd segregate(iot);

fcsiot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms j csiot 2
�nd contrast set(second �nd segregate(iot)) �

�nd taxonomical relations(csiot)g)

One more de�nition will be necessary for the speci�cations that follow. The function

generate taxonomical relations maps an IOT to functions from predicates to taxonomies.
The idea is that for each iot there is a function which, given a predicate, returns the

taxonomy that can be retrieved in a subset of iot which only contains the terms that have

that particular predicate in their de�nitions. We need this because when the whole IOT of

a TS is considered, several of the terms may not be related to each other (in the example

to be given in the next section, the ontology includes terms for cricket players bearing no
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relation to the terms for �eld divisions in the same ontology). Therefore, it is necessary to

give a general subject for which a taxonomy is required before actually proceeding with the

algorithm for retrieval of taxonomical relations presented above.

The �rst constraint in the axiomatic description below states that for a predicate p to be

in the domain of the function yielded by the application of generate taxonomical relations

to iot , there must exist at least one term having p in its de�nition in iot . Further, when one

applies generate taxonomical relations to iot and then applies the resulting function to a

predicate p, an IOT piot , containing only the terms in iot which have p in their de�nitions,

is passed as a parameter to the function �nd taxonomical relations de�ned earlier so that

a taxonomy for that particular subject (the predicate p) is generated.

generate taxonomical relations :

IntensionalOntologyOfTerms ! (Pred 7! Taxonomy)

8 iot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms; p : Pred �

p 2 dom generate taxonomical relations(iot))
(9 t : Term � p 2 iot(t))

8 iot ; piot : IntensionalOntologyOfTerms; p : Pred j
(8 t : Term j t 2 dom iot �

(t 2 dompiot , p 2 iot(t)) ^ piot(t) = iot(t)) �
generate taxonomical relations iot p =

�nd taxonomical relations(piot)

We can now improve the capabilities of an AA to include the generation of taxonomies
as well. The schema TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent is built upon ExperiencedAnthropolog-
istAgent. The function generate subjects resembles the function generate sentences, but it
is intended to generate a set of predicates (for a given TS at a certain time ti) which are the

subjects for which taxonomies exist (or could exist) in that particular TS at ti . Similarly
to the process of �nding the sentences to be used in the interview, the AA should be able
to generate these subjects by means of its observation of the use of the CL of that TS. As

in the case of generate sentences, this process is not yet formalised, so generate subjects is

also loosely de�ned. Also as before, generate subjects returns an empty set should the AA

not be experienced enough in the study of a TS to be able to decide what are the subjects
for which it is worth generating taxonomies in that society.

Apart from the ability to generate subjects, a TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent makes

available a function taxonomical relations which, given a target society identi�er, leads to a
set of taxonomies used in that society. The target society represented by ts, for which tax-
onomies are required, clearly must be in the set of known societies (otherwise the AA could

not have any information about it, let alone generate taxonomical relations). We take ti to

be the most recent of all versions of IOT existing for that ts. The taxonomical relations

for ts will then be the set of all taxonomies recovered from the current ontology of ts. Each
taxonomy is associated with one of the predicates (subjects) that are generated for that ts

at ti (the time at which the current ontology was generated).
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TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent

ExperiencedAnthropologistAgent
generate subjects : (TSocId �TimeInstant)! PPred

taxonomical relations : TSocId 7! PTaxonomy

8 ts : TSocId ; ti : TimeInstant j
ts 2 known societies ^

ti = most recent(all versions(ts)) �

taxonomical relations(ts) =

fp : Pred j p 2 generate subjects(ts; ti) �

generate taxonomical relations current ontology(ts) pg

Similarly to the theorem derived from AnthropologistAgent before, we can now derive

a useful theorem concerning the schema above. It says that, given that ts belongs to the

set of known societies, ti is the time at which the most recent IOT has been ascribed

to ts, and SP is the set of all the sets of predicates that are at the root of each of the

current taxonomies for ts (taxonomical relations(ts)), the following applies. For each of

the sets of predicates in SP , there exist at least one predicate p that: (i) is one of the

subjects for ts at ti , generated by an AA (generate subjects(ts; ti)); and (ii) at least one

term in the current ontology(ts) has p associated with it. This follows from the de�nitions
of taxonomical relations (which generates a taxonomy for each of those subjects) and the
de�nition of generate taxonomical relations (which selects a subset of the IOT concerning
a particular subject).

TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent ;
ts : TSocId ; ti : TimeInstant ; SP : PP1 Pred j

ts 2 known societies ^
ti = most recent(all versions(ts))
SP = fT : P1Term; P : P1 Pred j

segregate(T ;P) 2 taxonomical relations(ts) � Pg `
8 sp : P1 Pred j sp 2 SP �

9 p : Pred j p 2 sp �
p 2 generatesubjects(ts; ti) ^
p 2

S
(ran current ontology(ts))

A corollary, similar to the one for the previous theorem, would be that if the AA's
observation does not lead to indications of what are the main subjects relevant to that

TS (i.e., generate subjects(ts; ti) returns an empty set), no taxonomical relation can be
retrieved for it; the same applies if the predicate is one of the subjects but is not present

in the current IOT. It is interesting to note that the theorems are similar, the one for

AnthropologistAgent being concerned with propositions about terms, whilst the one for

TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent is concerned with propositions about predicates.

This ends the formalisation of the retrieval of taxonomical relations. It is additionally
worth formalising a few general ideas about migration of agents, which we examine next.

4.4 Migration of Agents

In order to round o� the ideas formalised so far, we present some speci�cations on migration

of agents (showing what is the information that an AA has collected which can be used
by migrant agents in their process of migration). Below is the schema MigrantAgent . As
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before for IA and AA, it is based on AutonomousAgents with a few extra features. Its

variable ts identi�es the TS that the migrant agent intends to join. Further, two IOT

variables are needed, one for the current intensional ontology from ts and another for the

immutable ontology, in case there is any. Also, there is the relation for the synonyms and

the set of taxonomies used in that ts.

MigrantAgent

AutonomousAgent
ts : TSocId

intensional ontology; immutable ontology :

IntensionalOntologyOfTerms
synonyms : Term $ Term

taxonomies : PTaxonomy

As for AnthropologistAgent , we need to de�ne the initial state for the schema above. We

introduce ? to mean an identi�er to an unde�ned TS. The variable ts 0 begins with this

value, and all other variables stand initially for empty sets.

? : TSocId

InitialMigrantAgent

MigrantAgent 0

ts 0 = ?

intensional ontology 0 = immutable ontology 0 = ?

synonyms 0 = ?

taxonomies 0 = ?

Finally, we de�ne the operation Migrate which changes an MA (�MigrantAgent) and
also needs the mediation of an AA whose state is not thereby altered (�TaxonomistAnthro-

pologistAgent). This operation takes as input a TS identi�er ts? that must belong to the
set of known societies of the relevant AA. The value of the input ts? is used to set ts 0;
intensional ontology 0 is given the current ontology for that ts? (i.e., the last IOT the AA
has ascribed to ts?); immutable ontology 0 gets its value from the function provided in the
ExperiencedAnthropologistAgent schema; synonyms 0 receives the current synonyms (recall,

from the current ontology) from ts?; and taxonomies 0 has the taxonomical relations for ts?.

Migrate
�MigrantAgent

�TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent

ts? : TSocId

ts? 2 known societies

ts 0 = ts?

intensional ontology 0 = current ontology(ts?)

immutable ontology 0 = immutable intensional ontology(ts?)

synonyms 0 = current synonyms(ts?)

taxonomies 0 = taxonomical relations(ts?)
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We have found, as d'Inverno (1998) claims and demonstrates for applications of a size

similar to this one, that Z is an excellent basis for clear speci�cation of agents with special

properties. It has allowed a rapid and e�ective progression from the initial qualitative ideas

on agency with an anthropological avour to the precise form given above, and to theorems

that they satisfy. Furthermore, it should allow us to formalise the missing parts incremen-

tally (some are mentioned in Section 6). Building on de�nitions from Luck and d'Inverno's

framework (i.e., AutonomousAgent and MASystem), makes it possible for us to integrate

our approach with other agent theories speci�ed in the same framework (e.g., Sichman et

al. 1994, see d'Inverno and Luck 1996a), besides the obvious advantage of exempting us

from specifying those basic concepts. Also, as d'Inverno and Luck indicate (1996a), the

framework can be used directly in the implementation of simulations of the agent theories

that have been formalised. As a matter of fact, we have type-checked these speci�cations

using ZTC (Jia 1995) and animated a simpli�ed13 version of them using PiZA (Hewitt

1997).

Any di�culties remaining from the reading of the formalisation presented should be

resolved by the illustration of their use given in the next section.

5 Case Study: an Ontology from the Game of Cricket and Two

of its Taxonomies

In order to illustrate the meaning of the speci�cations presented in the previous section, we
shall make use of some terms used in the game of cricket. We have made the exotic choice of

cricket because we have been using a simulation for the game of cricket as a testbed for some
of our ideas (see Bordini and Campbell 1995, Bordini 1998), and because the information
content of this example is not trivial. (Routinely, it ba�es foreign human observers).

5.1 Two Cricket Taxonomies

A few cricket terms are presented in the form of two taxonomies, some of which will be
used later in the example of the use of the speci�cations. Figure 2 includes some of the
terms used to refer to the players. Figure 3 holds terms related to the �eld where the game
is played. In the �gures, \: : :" means that a whole subtree of terms is omitted from the

�gure (for the sake of space and clarity). In Figure 3, the symbol \�" means that there are
alternative and non-exclusive ways of partitioning a cricket �eld, which we do not mention
there.

In the next section we shall use a few of these terms to show how an intensional ontology

for them can be ascribed to a cricket society of agents. Later, we show how the taxonomical
relations among them can be retrieved from the intensional ontology.

5.2 Ascribing an Intensional Ontology to the Cricket Society

The ascription of intensional ontologies relies essentially on the acceptance relations of

informant agents. In order to specify their acceptance relations, we �rst need to introduce
the particular set of terms we use, and give acronyms for the appropriate predicates. We do

so in the form of the following Z predicates:

13 The simpli�cations concern mainly some of the global de�nitions for the basic setting (e.g.
access to TSs), which are not directly implementable in the Z tools used. All main algorithms

are shown to work as intended in the animated version.
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Player

Batsman Wicketkeeper Fieldsman SubstitueBowler

Medium 12th Man Team 2Fast StrikerSlow 12th Man Team 1Non-Striker Runner OnOff

Close Medium Outfield Close Medium OutfieldOff-spin Leg-Spin

1st-Slip 2nd-Slip 3rd-Slip Gully SillyPoint

. . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Terms Referring to the Cricket Players

Field

Pitch Boundary

Edge Sight-ScreenWicketSurfaceOffOn / Leg Crease

UtensilSide

BowlingPoppingReturn Stump Bail

. . .

. . . . . . . . .

*

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of Terms Related to the Cricket Field
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tsoc(CSoc):ias = fIAg1; IAg2g

tsoc(CSoc):clterms = fplayer ; bowler ; fastblr ; slowblr ; batsman;wicketkpr ;

�eld ; side; on; leg; o� ; pitchg

tsoc(CSoc):clpreds = fHB ;TB ;TBF ; IS ;TBS ; IA;CB ;WG;

WP ;FP ;LRB ;RRB ;CFg

where CSoc is a TSocId referring to the cricket society; we say that the cricket society

has two informant agents identi�ed by IAg1 and IAg2 (only two for the sake of simplicity);

and we have used the following acronyms: Human Being (HB), Throws the Ball (TB),

Throws the Ball Fast (TBF ), Throws the Ball Slowly (TBS ), Is Strong (IS ), Is Accurate

(IA), Carries a Bat (CB), Wears Gloves (WG), location Where the game is Played (WP),

Field Partition (FP), to the Left of a Right-handed Batsman (LRB), to the Right of a

Right-handed Batsman (RRB) and Centre of the Field (CF ). We have also used fastblr for

fast-bowler, slowblr for slow-bowler and wicketkpr for wicketkeeper.

We now de�ne the IAs' acceptance relations. Again for simplicity we assume that all

possible sentences (tsoc(CSoc):clsents) are presented by the AA to the IAs for them to

verify each of them, and we only consider one time instant ti1. In most practical cases, to

produce all possible sentences would be intractable, but given the small number of terms
and predicates of the CL used here as an example and that the point to be made clear
here does not concern the interview (which is not formalised), this simpli�cation is quite
reasonable.

fs : Sent j tsoc(CSoc):iag(IAg1):accepts(s; tsoc(CSoc):clsents; ti1)g = f

(HB ; player); (HB ; bowler); (TB ; bowler);
(HB ; fastblr); (TB ; fastblr); (TBF ; fastblr); (IS ; fastblr);
(HB ; slowblr); (TB ; slowblr); (TBS ; slowblr); (IA; slowblr);
(HB ; batsman); (CB ; batsman);
(HB ;wicketkpr); (WG;wicketkpr);

(WP ;�eld); (WP ; side); (FP ; side);
(WP ; on); (FP ; on); (LRB ; on);
(WP ; leg); (FP ; leg); (LRB ; leg);
(WP ; o� ); (FP ; o� ); (RRB ; o� );
(WP ; pitch); (CF ; pitch)g

fs : Sent j tsoc(CSoc):iag(IAg2):accepts(s; tsoc(CSoc):clsents; ti1)g = f

(HB ; player); (HB ; bowler); (TB ; bowler);

(HB ; fastblr); (TB ; fastblr); (TBF ; fastblr);

(HB ; slowblr); (TB ; slowblr); (TBS ; slowblr); (IA; slowblr);

(HB ; batsman); (CB ; batsman);
(HB ;wicketkpr); (WG;wicketkpr);

(WP ;�eld); (WP ; side); (FP ; side);
(WP ; on); (FP ; on); (LRB ; on);

(WP ; leg); (FP ; leg); (LRB ; leg);
(WP ; o� ); (FP ; o� ); (RRB ; o� );

(WP ; pitch); (CF ; pitch)g

Note that IAg2 does not agree with IAg1 with respect to whether a fast-bowler is nec-
essarily strong (IS ) or not. Therefore, the AA will not consider this predicate as part of

the intensional de�nition for fastblr , as this is likely to be the consequence of individual
observations or experiences of some of the IAs.
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If we execute the operation AscribeIntensionalOntologyOfTerms in this context, that is:

ExampleAscription

AscribeIntensionalOntologyOfTerms

ts? = CSoc

ti? = ti1

we get the following IOT:

ExampleAscription j

generate sentences(ts?; ti?) = tsoc(CSoc):clsents

` current ontology 0(ts?) = f

player 7! fHBg;

bowler 7! fHB ;TBg;

fastblr 7! fHB ;TB ;TBFg;

slowblr 7! fHB ;TB ;TBS ; IAg;

batsman 7! fHB ;CBg;

wicketkpr 7! fHB ;WGg;
�eld 7! fWPg;
side 7! fWP ;FPg;
on 7! fWP ;FP ;LRBg;
leg 7! fWP ;FP ;LRBg;
o� 7! fWP ;FP ;RRBg;

pitch 7! fWP ;CFgg

Note that the AA's relation for CSoc in current synonyms would be f(on; leg); (leg; on)g
(i.e., they are co-intensive terms, or synonyms). We do not give an example regarding
immutable ontologies of terms, since we are only representing a single time instant for the
sake of simplicity and space.

5.3 Recovering the Taxonomical Relations from the Cricket Ontology

What remains to be illustrated now is how the taxonomical relations can be recovered from

the intensional ontology presented in the previous section. We use Tx1 and Tx2 as global
variables over Taxonomy and we show what their contents are in Figure 4 and Figure 5

respectively, so that their visualisation is made clearer.

Tx1;Tx2 : Taxonomy

ExampleAscription;
TaxonomistAnthropologistAgent j

generate subjects(ts?; ti?) = fHB ;WPg `

taxonomical relations(ts?) = fTx1;Tx2g

We now show some steps of the generation of the taxonomy Tx1 above so that the algo-

rithm used may become clearer. We shall use csiot to refer to the IOT created for the cricket

society in the previous section. When using generate taxonomical relations(csiot ;HB) we

would get the following new IOT hbiot :
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Tx   =1

contrastset( segregate({bowler},{TB}) , { * , * } )

contrastset( segregate({player},{HB}) , { * , * , * } )

contrastset( segregate({batsman},{WB}) , {} )

contrastset( segregate({wicketkpr},{WG}) , {} )

contrastset( segregate({fastblr},{TBF}) , {} ) contrastset( segregate({slowblr},{TBS,IA}) , {} )

Fig. 4. Tx1|Recovered Taxonomy of Terms Referring to the Cricket Players

Tx   =2 contrastset( segregate({field},{WP}) , { * , * } )

contrastset( segregate({side},{FP}) , { * , * } ) contrastset( segregate({pitch},{CF}) , {} )

contrastset( segregate({on,leg},{LRB}) , {} ) contrastset( segregate({off},{RRB}) , {} )

Fig. 5. Tx2|Recovered Taxonomy of Terms Related to the Cricket Field

hbiot = f

player 7! fHBg;
bowler 7! fHB ;TBg;
fastblr 7! fHB ;TB ;TBFg;
slowblr 7! fHB ;TB ;TBS ; IAg;
batsman 7! fHB ;CBg;

wicketkpr 7! fHB ;WGgg

which would be passed on to �nd taxonomical relation. This in turn would call �nd seg-
regate(hbiot) which would return a pair, its �rst coordinate being segregate(player ;HB ),

because HB is the predicate that all terms have in common. The second coordinate returned
by �nd segregate would be rhbiot , the remaining terms from hbiot :

rhbiot = f

bowler 7! fTBg;
fastblr 7! fTB ;TBFg;
slowblr 7! fTB ;TBS ; IAg;

batsman 7! fCBg;

wicketkpr 7! fWGgg

Next, �nd taxonomical relations calls �nd contrast set(rhbiot), which returns a set with

three IOTs, split according to the largest segregate size; TB is chosen �rst because it yields

a segregate with three terms, and the same is done until there are no more terms in the

IOT to be split. This gives the set of IOTs (a contrast set) cshbiot as below:
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cshbiot = f

f

bowler 7! fTBg;

fastblr 7! fTB ;TBFg;

slowblr 7! fTB ;TBS ; IAgg;

f

batsman 7! fCBgg;

f

wicketkpr 7! fWGggg

Now �nd taxonomical relations is called recursively to each of the three IOTs in cshbiot

and this leads, by the same process, to a set of taxonomies txhbiot . The �nal result of calling

�nd taxonomical relation(hbiot) is contrastset(segregate(player ;HB); txhbiot), which is Tx1
in Figures 4. A similar process occurs then with generate taxonomical relations(csiot ;WP),

for the taxonomy for �eld terms, yielding Tx2, shown in Figure 5. The taxonomies are free

of mistakes about cricket and therefore more reliable than the reasoning of some foreign

observers of that game.

We continue by discussing several issues arising from our general method.

6 Discussion

The �rst thing to consider in terms of comparison of our work on ontological ascription with
other approaches to ontology, is that a limitation of the approach is that it concerns the
use of individual constants only. The suitability of our approach for other sorts of language
units (e.g., representing actions rather than individual constants) remains to be studied.
Also, it could be claimed that the expressive power of traditional approaches to ontology is

greater, since each term has a logical statement associated with it rather than just a set of
predicates.

On the other hand, our approach is, to the best of our knowledge, the only one to
consider that ontologies are not designed by programmers or designers of MAS, but that
agents may change them evolutionally. More importantly, our approach aims at allowing

interoperation of MAS even if we consider that ontologies are neither �xed nor provided in
advance by designers, by allowing agents to ascribe ontological descriptions to societies of
agents. Further, if we did compromise on expressive power of our approach this was so in
order to provide for its generality: as can be seen, even for very simple \informant agents"
the method still applies. Additionally, our approach is well-founded, being based on a theory

from Pragmatics.
Concerning the formal speci�cations we present, we have mentioned that an IOT maps

a term to a set of predicates (any set), even though De�nition 4 clearly says that the precise
de�nition of a term is necessarily the set of predicates that are necessary and su�cient

to distinguish the term from every other term in the universe of discourse of a particular

society of agents (unless it has synonyms). In the formalisation, it is not assured that every
set of predicates in the range of an IOT conforms to this minimal-set criterion. Therefore,
an IOT ascribed to a society of agents is not guaranteed to be either complete or sound by

the anthropologist agent. It is simply tentative, and the anthropologist agent should keep

studying the society for evidence that it is correctly built. This should done by observing
the communication in the target society (the same process that should be used for the

generation of the set of sentences to be given to the informant agents in the interview).

Therefore, further work is needed on the generation of the sentences used in the interview
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of informant agents, and on its revision in case the anthropologist agent �nds that a wrong

de�nition has been ascribed. On the other hand, an ontological mismatch (between actual

and ascribed ontologies) may be due to an actual evolution of the ontology used by the

agents, in which case a new ascription was at any rate due.

The same situation happens in regard to the recovery of taxonomical relations as pre-

sented in this paper. The taxonomical relations generated by an anthropologist agent, from

an intensional ontology it has ascribed to a society, should be regarded simply as \clues"

to what the actual taxonomical relations are. Furthermore, the process of recovery of tax-

onomical relations should be followed, as is the case with ethnographers, by a con�rmation

of the relations that were found, e.g., by the anthropologist agent interviewing the infor-

mant agents again. This time, instead of the acceptance of sentences, the inquiries to be

made should resemble the way ethnographers systematically test taxonomies, by asking

questions expecting a negative reply (see Section 3). Better still, the anthropologist agent

could ask whether the informant agents accept that two terms denote contrasting segregates

or whether they have an inclusion relation (of course this would increase the abilities that

are required from the informant agents; they would need to be more specialised agents and

understand concepts like segregates, contrast sets, inclusion, etc.). We plan to present the

formalisation of this con�rmation process in a future paper. As is the case with ontologies,

taxonomical relations also may evolve, therefore the anthropologist agents must be attentive
to possible changes (in fact, changes in taxonomical relations reect changes in intensional
ontologies).

Presently, our concern with ontological and taxonomical ascriptions aims at solving the
problem of migrant agents being able to use the communication language of the target
societies. However, it is widely accepted among anthropologists that a taxonomy of terms
is quite revealing about the peculiarities of a society, as we saw in Section 3. Therefore,
further research linking social anthropology and MAS should provide useful techniques for

migrant agents to use the kind of information we consider in this paper for a more thorough
understanding of the target societies, rather than just for a linguistic compatibility.

As for the ascription of immutable ontologies, one remark is worth making. The amount
of time over which an anthropologist agent has been studying a particular society is not
taken into account when generating immutable ontologies (in the presented formalisation).

Therefore, an immutable ontology could be ascribed even if the anthropologist agent does
not have long-term information about the society, in which case the immutable ontology
is bound not to be completely reliable (i.e., it may come to change in the near future). In
order to determine how long it takes for the use of an ascribed immutable ontology to be
advisable, a study with real-life applications using MAS should be conducted, but there is

certainly no harm in providing them to migrant agents.

Our research method, the reader cannot have failed to observe, is basically one of provid-

ing formal speci�cations rather than \informative experimentation," which is more usual in

research on arti�cial societies. On the same lines as (Conte and Castelfranchi 1995), formal
here means that we deal with abstract aspects of the subject studied; further, it means \ex-

plicit, consistent, controllable and unequivocal (or almost unequivocal) ways of expressing
thoughts." Although formal methods for the presentation of research ideas are well accepted

in arti�cial intelligence, some still seem to think that they should be used only for the pur-
pose of theorem proving. Is support of the opposite view, with which we agree, we quote

Conte and Castelfranchi 1995: \In any case, we challenge the idea that (logical) formalism
is fundamentally aimed at theorem proving. ... A primary objective ought to be to provide

good concepts, clear notions, and heuristic categories of description. Logical instruments

are essential for concepts and categories of description to be de�ned in a rigorous, explicit,
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concise and controllable way." They further say that they are concerned with \producing

computational models, and therefore constructing systems performing tasks in accordance

with theoretical expectations."

Further, we support the view that research on Arti�cial Intelligence (and also Computer

Science in general) needs both theoretical support and practical testing, and clearly the

theoretical work must come �rst. There have been plenty of \experiments without theory"

and this has not been good for the subjects. Also, formal speci�cation is certainly more on

the theoretical rather than experimental side of work, but it has an element of experimen-

tation in it too. Not only can one re�ne the theory and correct mistakes in initial intuitions

(those familiar with formal work know how inevitable this is), but also it points out the

parts of the system being built that should be focused on in subsequent experimentation|

the parts that proved di�cult to produce to one's satisfaction in the speci�cation are the

ones in question. Our speci�cation can therefore be regarded partly as an (another kind of)

experimental activity.

The reason for our using, in particular, Luck and d'Inverno's formal framework (1995)

based on Z, is that we can rely on speci�cation of other features of autonomous agents

(which are necessarily complex systems) being made by other researchers, allowing us to

concentrate on the particular problems we have set out to investigate. d'Inverno and Luck

aim at providing a unifying framework where e�ort in di�erent sub-�elds of MAS can be
harmonised (d'Inverno and Luck 1996b; 1996a); an ambitious task that is arguably an
important current issue in MAS. They claim that Z's modularity and abstraction can be
helpful in that enterprise (Luck and d'Inverno 1995; d'Inverno and Luck 1996a; 1998).
Further, on other general advantages of Z itself, they mention its su�cient expressiveness,

suitability for moving from speci�cations to implementation of computational prototypes,
the availability of supporting books and tools, etc.

Concluding the argument on our research method, as for (Conte and Castelfranchi 1995)
the main purpose of our speci�cation is in respect of rigorous presentation of ideas. Also,
because of the use of the Z framework, we were able to provide a computational model,
which is important in the context we are working on, namely MAS. As we have mentioned

in Section 4, a simpli�ed version of the speci�cations presented there has been animated
using PiZA (Hewitt 1997). This allows us to verify that the speci�cations are correct
(i.e., that the computations they generate produces results in accord with the theoretical
de�nitions). Besides, it provides a computational tool which can be used for tests in several
other domains so as to check the generality of our approach.

As for the case study presented here, even though the peculiarities of the cricket on-

tology allow us to demonstrate the nature of our approach to ascription of ontologies and
recovery of taxonomical relations, it has, of course, been scaled down in order to serve this

purpose here|it is, as usual in AI work, a \toy problem." Issues of scalability to real-world

MAS application remain to be addressed. Also, one could consider in the future issues of
scalability to human languages (rather than agent communication languages as intended

here): anthropologist agents could be conceived to work as \lexicographers," supporting the
creation of dictionaries (of human languages).

As we have mentioned, we are working on an anthropological approach to the cultural

adaptation of migrant agents. Evidently, Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence (DAI) techniques
can be used for studies in anthropology (as indeed for all social science)|see, e.g., (Doran

et al. 1994; Doran and Palmer 1995), which use arti�cial societies to study the emergence
and perpetuation of hierarchical societies. In (Bordini 1998) we aim at showing that the

converse also holds: anthropology can provide the basis for resolving open research issues

in DAI. Fortunately, Doran's own work presents further evidence in support of our claim.
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His idea that collective misbeliefs can be bene�cial for a society of agents (Doran 1998a;

1998b), which clearly was inspired by his longstanding work on computer simulation of

societies supporting anthropological and archaeological models, can have a decisive impact

in future MAS. Although the idea has not been used in practical applications of MAS, it

seems to be a contribution to MAS design that has a quite general appeal, and is therefore

relevant to our overall project, of which the work in this paper is part.

Doran's work also recognises the importance of emotional aspects of agents in explaining

certain social phenomena (Doran 1997). This is connected to other work related to our

general project|see (Bazzan, Bordini, and Campbell 1999; 1997)|which argues in favour

of an \emotional stance" in MAS. It is inspired by ideas on Moral Sentiments by Ridley

(1996), who also argues that emotions are \universally recognisable". Being a necessary

cross-cultural link, we expect them to reduce the need for standards in MAS to promote

interoperability, which is the usual approach; we however argue that it is not su�cient in the

particular context of societies of cognitive autonomous agents (Bordini 1998). Further, issues

of moral sentiments in agents seem to be, as we remarked in (Bazzan, Bordini, and Campbell

1999), closely related to important research problems in MAS, e.g., (i) how to ensure or

encourage adherence of agents to social norms (i.e., conventions), given that emotions can

be instrumental in arranging that suitable rewards (for a reputation for compliance with
norms) and penalties (for non-compliance) are applied to individual agents (Castelfranchi,
Conte, and Paolucci 1998); and (ii) the very formation of norms by autonomous agents

(Conte, Castelfranchi, and Dignum 1999).

We remark, en passant, that the activity of an anthropologist agent ascribing ontologies
to communities of agents could be regarded as the computational counterpart of work on
the multidisciplinary subject of ethnography of communication (see, e.g., Hymes 1977 and
Bauman and Sherzer 1989).

We present our anthropological approach as a new way of dealing with some basic ques-
tions of DAI, the area of which MAS is a part. It implies the relevance for the foundations
of DAI of a discipline not normally considered in this context, namely social anthropology.
We suggest that it should be among the disciplines of interest to MAS if promoting interop-

eration of disparate agencies is to grow into a substantial MAS topic. This is the underlying
thesis in (Bordini 1998). Yet another �eld of social sciences which has been neglected so far
with respect to DAI, despite being of relevance to the area, as the most recent part of this

work demonstrates, is ethnography of communication, mentioned above.

In addition, it is interesting to note that the theories present in both strands of social

thought used in this paper (on the anthropological and semantic/pragmatic sides) follow

philosophical principles that are familiar to the logical positivist (or logical empiricist)
school. It is currently argued that such theories are dead for social sciences because they
fail to comply with the intrinsic \human" aspects of the problems involved. However, it

seems they still have contributions to make to the computational counterpart problems in

DAI, where the formal aspect is essential. Thus, peripherally, this paper also suggests that
it is helpful to make further investigation of fairly old work on social sciences as sources of

inspiration for \open problems in DAI" (Gasser and Huhns 1989; Gasser 1991). However,
we do agree with Gasser (Gasser 1991), as we stated in (Bordini and Campbell 1995), that

theories in social sciences more recent than those provide the basic principles underlying

the appropriate conception of DAI as an inherently social one. It is a matter of �nding the
best inspirations for each problem in the most relevant approaches of the social sciences.
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7 Conclusion

We have presented a new way of specifying ontologies used in societies of agents based on

a theory of intensionality, which connects with our previous anthropological approach to

migration of agents. It allows intensional ontologies to be ascribed to societies of agents,

hence its importance for our anthropological approach which aims at allowing interactions

among agents of disparate communities. We have reformalised it here in a an improved and

more complete way.

Further, inspired by works on ethnography, we have presented for the �rst time a means

for an anthropologist agent to recover taxonomical relations from the intensional ontologies

it has ascribed to societies of agents, and we have formalised it along with the ascription

process. This expanded capability of an anthropologist agent is a necessary step towards

the generation of cultural descriptions of societies of agents. Migrant agents should be able

to adapt much more e�ectively to a target society if they are given access not only to

intensional ontologies, but also to taxonomies for (subsets of) the terms that are used in

the target's \foreign" culture.

We have also presented an example of our approach using an ontology and taxonomies

from a non-trivial ball game, to illustrate the process given in the formal speci�cations, and

to demonstrate that the process is e�ective even for the exotic culture of cricket.
This work is part of our project of allowing autonomous intelligent agents to migrate

among di�erent societies of agents. The advantage of this approach as opposed to the usual
approach to interoperability is twofold, for the kind of MAS that is founded on complex
aspects of social and cognitive sciences (Conte and Castelfranchi 1995). Providing agents
that can learn to interact with di�erent communities not only allows interoperation of

disparate MAS without the need for standardisation on models and languages of agents,
but also brings to light several issues of interest in the disciplines that form the foundations
of MAS. Further, we aim at showing the importance of placing social anthropology among
the disciplines of interest to an appropriate conception of MAS. The work described in this
paper is required if a migrant agent is to be able to use a foreign communication language

(which is not merely a �xed language that can be programmed into the design of all relevant
agents) properly. We expect to present further extensions, to deal with related problems, in
future papers.
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A Elements of the Z Notation

This appendix is intended to help the reader who is unfamiliar with the Z notation, al-

though it is probably not helpful to the reader who is completely unfamiliar with formal

speci�cation. The Z notation is based on set theory and �rst order logic. Further, as Spivey

(1992) puts it: \The other main ingredient in Z is a way of decomposing a speci�cation into

small pieces called schemas." He further remarks that: \A Z speci�cation document consists

of interleaved passages of formal, mathematical text and informal prose explanation. The

formal text consists of a sequence of paragraphs which gradually introduce the schemas,

global variables and basic types of the speci�cation, each paragraph building on the ones

which come before it." The notion of schema is very clearly explained by d'Inverno and Luck

(1998): \Z schemas have two parts: the upper declarative part, which declares variables and

their types, and the lower predicate part, which relates and constrains those variables. The

type of any schema can be considered as the Cartesian product of the types of each of its

variables, without any notion of order, but constrained by the schema's predicates. Modu-

larity is facilitated in Z by allowing schemas to be included within other schemas." It also

provides for the speci�cation of systems at di�erent levels of abstraction (i.e., details of the

system can be added by means of a process of re�nement). A last comment that is worth

making here is again quoted from (Spivey 1992):

In Z, schemas are used to describe both static and dynamic aspects of a system. The

static aspects include:

{ the states it can occupy;
{ the invariant relationships that are maintained as the systems moves from state

to state.

The dynamic aspects include:

{ the operations that are possible;
{ the relationships between their inputs and outputs;
{ the changes of state that happen.

We next introduce in a concise way the subset of the Z notation that we have used in this
paper. It is given in Figure 6 which is borrowed, with their kind permission, from d'Inverno

and Luck (1998), but adapted to the particular subset of the Z notation that has been used
in this paper. Also, we have improved and restructured their �gure, based partially on (Jia
1995) and (Spivey 1992).
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Conventions Used Below

a Identi�er
d Declaration
e; x ; y Expressions
p; q Predicates
A;B Sets
P Ordered Pair
R;R1;R2 Relations
S ;T Schemas
s Schema Type Expression

Declarations

[a] Given Set
a == x Equivalence De�nition
A ::= bhhBii Free Type De�nition

Axiomatic Descriptions

d

p

(introduce global variables)

Schema De�nitions

S

d

p

Vertical Schema

S

T

p

Schema Inclusion

S

�T

p

Operations

Schema Conventions

�S Change of State (S ^ S 0)
�S No Change of State

(i.e., �S j �S 0 = �S , where

� is Binding Formation)

Decorations

a? Input to an Operation
a 0 Component After Operation
S 0 Schema After Operation

Sequences

iseqA Injective Sequences

Ordered Pairs

x 7! y Maplet
�rst P Projection Function returning

the First Coordinate
second P Projection Function returning

the Second Coordinate

Sets

? Empty Set
fx ; y; : : :g Set Display
fd j p � eg Set Comprehension
A� B � : : : Cartesian Product
PA Power Set
P
1
A Non-empty Power Set

A � B Subset Relation
A [ B Set Union
A n B Set Di�erenceS

A Generalised UnionT
A Generalised Intersection

#A Size of a Finite Set

Relations

A$ B Binary Relations

domR Domain of a Relation
ranR Range of a Relation

R� Inverse Relation
R1 � R2 Overriding

Functions

A! B Total Functions
A 7! B Partial Functions
A 7� B Partial Injections

A�! B Bijections

Expressions

(x ; y; : : :) Ordered Tuple

� d j p � e De�nite Descriptions (unique
value for d satisfying p)

s:a Component Selection

Predicates

x 2 A Set Membership
x 62 A Non-Membership
x = y Equality
x 6= y Inequality
p ^ q Conjunction
p ) q Implication
p , q Equivalence
8d j p � q Universal Quanti�cation
9d j p � q Existential Quanti�cation

let a == e � p Local De�nition

In declarations, \ " gives the positions for the pa-
rameters. Therefore, the notation \R " is used to
declare a pre�xed relation, which allows it to be

used in the usual form for predicates.

Fig. 6. The Relevant Subset of the Z Notation (adapted from d'Inverno and Luck 1998)
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